
Social Studies
THIRD

Missouri Past and Present

In third grade, students will engage in a yearlong study of the state of Missouri. To foster the development of critical thinking
and analysis skills, students will practice and apply the Tools of Social Science Inquiry in all units. They will analyze the impact
of geography, economics, and governmental structures to study both the history and contemporary society of Missouri.
Throughout the course, students will examine issues of social justice and equity within a human rights framework.  Students
will generate and research compelling questions that allow them to find personal meaning in the topics of social studies and to
participate as informed citizens of a culturally diverse, democratic society in an interdependent world.
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Tools of Social Science Inquiry
Essential Questions:

How can I research and communicate information about Missouri?

How can I analyze sources of information for validity and reliability?

Missouri Learning Standards

3.TS.7.A.a Select and analyze primary and secondary sources to determine importance with guidance and support.
3.TS.7.A.b Create and use artifacts such as building structures and materials, works of art representative of cultures, fossils,

pottery, tools, clothing, and musical instruments to share information on a social studies topic.
3.TS.7.B With guidance and support, use visual tools and informational texts to interpret, draw conclusions, make predictions,

and communicate information and ideas.
3.TS.7.C.a Identify facts and opinions in social studies topics.
3.TS.7.C.b Identify point of view in social studies topics.
3.TS.7.D Present social studies research to an audience using appropriate sources.
3.TS.7.E.a Generate supporting questions about social studies topics.
3.TS.7.E.b Use steps in a process to investigate a social studies question.
3.TS.7.E.c Use appropriate sources to investigate social studies questions.
3.TS.7.F Investigate an appropriate social studies question and share results with assistance, if needed.

Social Justice Standards

AC.3-5.20 Students will plan and carry out collective action against bias and injustice in the world and will evaluate what strategies are

most effective.

Learning Goal

Students will be able to

demonstrate skills of social

science inquiry within

content learning goals.

Proficiency Scales
Innovating: Student demonstrates advanced understanding and application of the learning goal.

Meeting: Student demonstrates skills of social science inquiry within the content learning goals as evidenced by:
● Recognizing fact, opinion, and point of view in social studies sources.
● Asking questions and finding answers on a social studies topic using primary and secondary sources.
● Sharing information about a social studies topic using a visual tool and/or artifact.
● Proposing actions or strategies to make change in the world.

Approaching: Student demonstrates skills of social science inquiry within the content learning goals at times with
teacher guidance.

Beginning: Student demonstrates limited understanding or skill with the learning goal.
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Learning Targets

All Units

Students will:

● Examine and analyze primary and secondary social studies sources for accuracy and reliability.

● Identify fact and opinion in social studies sources.

● Recognize points of view in primary and secondary sources.

● Consider the voices that are present and those that are missing in sources.
● Ask questions and find answers using primary and secondary sources.

● Create charts, maps, or other visuals to communicate information.

● Investigate and share information about social studies topics and questions using a variety of media and artifacts.

● Discuss and analyze strategies for making change in the world.
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History
Essential Questions:

How has Missouri changed over time?  How has it remained the same?
What role has Missouri played in the history of the United States?

Missouri Learning Standards

3.H.3.A.a Describe the migration of native Americans to Missouri prior to European settlement in the state.

3.H.3.A.b Describe the discovery, exploration and early settlement of Missouri by European immigrants.

3.H.3.A.c Describe the reasons African peoples were enslaved and brought to Missouri.

3.H.3.B.a Examine cultural interactions and conflicts among Native Americans, European immigrants and enslaved and free Africans in Missouri.
3.H.3.B.b Examine changing cultural interactions and conflicts among Missourians after the Civil War.
3.H.3.C.3.a Identify and describe the significance of the individuals from Missouri who have made contributions to our state and national

heritage.

3.H.3.E Discuss the causes and consequences of the Dred Scott decision on Missouri and the nation.

3.H.3.F.a Describe the importance of the Louisiana Purchase and the expedition of Lewis and Clark.

3.H.3.F.b Evaluate the impact of westward expansion on the Native Americans in Missouri.

3.H.3.F.c Discuss issues of Missouri statehood.

3.H.3.G.a Explain Missouri’s role in the Civil War including the concept of a border state.
3.H.3.G.c Describe the consequences of the Civil War in Missouri on education, transportation and communication.

Social Justice Standards

DI.3-5.8 Students will respectfully express curiosity about the history and lived experiences of others and will exchange ideas and beliefs in an
open-minded way.

DI.3-5.10 Students will examine diversity in social, cultural, political and historical contexts rather than in ways that are superficial or oversimplified.
JU.3-5.13 Students will analyze the harmful impact of bias and injustice on the world, historically and today.
JU.3-5.15 Students will identify figures, groups, events and a variety of strategies and philosophies relevant to the history of social justice

around the world.

Learning Goal

Students will be able to

understand history,

continuity, and change.

Proficiency Scales
Innovating: Student demonstrates advanced understanding and application of the learning goal.

Meeting: Student demonstrates skills and understanding related to history, continuity, and change in Missouri as
evidenced by:

● Describing major events in Missouri history.
● Comparing and contrasting the past and present.
● Sharing contributions of significant individuals and groups.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1__LsFpGp7VvBc2zbXk9udjFjYYlRi8isiko4g0qRoBM/edit#heading=h.30j0zll
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1__LsFpGp7VvBc2zbXk9udjFjYYlRi8isiko4g0qRoBM/edit#heading=h.30j0zll
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1__LsFpGp7VvBc2zbXk9udjFjYYlRi8isiko4g0qRoBM/edit#heading=h.30j0zll
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1__LsFpGp7VvBc2zbXk9udjFjYYlRi8isiko4g0qRoBM/edit#heading=h.1fob9te
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Approaching: Student demonstrates skills and understanding related to history, continuity, and change in Missouri at
times with teacher guidance.

Beginning: Student demonstrates limited understanding or skill with the learning goal.

Learning Targets

History of Missouri

Students will:

● Examine the settlement of Saint Louis and Missouri by Indigenous People, Europeans, Africans, immigrants, and others.
● Examine the significance of the Louisiana Purchase.
● Trace the expedition of Lewis and Clark and discuss its impact.
● Discuss the impact of the Indian Removal Act on Indigenous peoples of Missouri.
● Examine how the issue of slavery impacted Missouri statehood.
● Examine the Dred Scott decision and how this impacted the nation and state.
● Discuss the role of Missouri as a border state in the Civil War and how that affected groups of people living in Missouri.
● Explore Missouri history through the lives and contributions of Missourians of various identity groups in different fields such as art, activism, politics,

industry, technology, medicine, science, and exploration.
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Civics
Essential Questions:

What is the role of the government in the lives of Missourians?

How do we balance the common good with individual rights in Missouri?

Missouri Learning Standards

3.PC.1.B.a Explain and give examples of how laws are made and changed within the state.
3.PC.1.B.b Explain the major purposes of the Missouri Constitution
3.PC.1.B.c Examine how individual rights are protected in our state
3.PC.1.D Explain how the State of Missouri relies on responsible participation and draw implications for how people should participate.
3.PC.1.E Describe the character traits and civic attitudes of influential Missourians.
3.PC.1.F Recognize and explain the significance of the Gateway Arch and the Great Seal of Missouri and other symbols of our state.
3.GS.A Explain how governments balance individual rights with the common good to solve local community or state issues.
3.GS.B Analyze peaceful resolution of disputes by the courts, or other legitimate authorities in Missouri.
3.GS.C Describe how authoritative decisions are made, enforced and interpreted by the state government across historical

time periods and/or in current events.
3.GS.D Identify and explain the functions of the three branches of government in Missouri.

3.RI.6.B Take part in a constructive process or method for resolving conflicts.

Social Justice Standards/Teaching Tolerance Anti-Bias Framework

JU.3-5.12 Students will recognize unfairness on the individual level (e.g., biased speech) and injustice at the institutional or systemic level e.g.,
discrimination).

AC.3-5.17 Students will recognize their own responsibility to stand up to exclusion, prejudice and injustice.

Learning Goal

Students will be able to

understand

governmental systems

and principles.

Proficiency Scales
Innovating: Student demonstrates advanced understanding and application of the learning goal.

Meeting: Student demonstrates skills and understanding related to governmental systems and principles in Missouri
as evidenced by:

● Describing the purpose and function of government.

● Identifying rights and responsibilities of citizens.
● Explaining ways to make change at the community, local, or state level.

Approaching:  Student demonstrates skills and understanding related to governmental systems and principles in
Missouri at times with teacher guidance.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1__LsFpGp7VvBc2zbXk9udjFjYYlRi8isiko4g0qRoBM/edit#heading=h.3znysh7
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1__LsFpGp7VvBc2zbXk9udjFjYYlRi8isiko4g0qRoBM/edit#heading=h.2et92p0
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1__LsFpGp7VvBc2zbXk9udjFjYYlRi8isiko4g0qRoBM/edit#heading=h.tyjcwt
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1__LsFpGp7VvBc2zbXk9udjFjYYlRi8isiko4g0qRoBM/edit#heading=h.1t3h5sf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1__LsFpGp7VvBc2zbXk9udjFjYYlRi8isiko4g0qRoBM/edit#heading=h.4d34og8
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1__LsFpGp7VvBc2zbXk9udjFjYYlRi8isiko4g0qRoBM/edit#heading=h.2s8eyo1
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1__LsFpGp7VvBc2zbXk9udjFjYYlRi8isiko4g0qRoBM/edit#heading=h.17dp8vu
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1__LsFpGp7VvBc2zbXk9udjFjYYlRi8isiko4g0qRoBM/edit#heading=h.3rdcrjn
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Beginning: Student demonstrates limited understanding or skill with the learning goal.

Learning Targets

Government of MIssouri

Students will:

● Examine the purpose of the Missouri Constitution and how it limits the power of government.
● Identify and explain the functions of the three branches of government in Missouri.

● Examine how laws are made and changed in Missouri.

● Examine how individual rights are protected and balanced with the common good in local or state issues.

● Investigate examples of peaceful resolution of a dispute through the courts or via other means like initiatives and referendums.

● Recognize when people have been treated unfairly in Missouri for example in the context of the Dred Scott case or redlining.
● Describe historical and current examples of people bringing about change such as the Underground Railroad or Temperance Movement.

● Recognize the significance of Missouri symbols, such as the Gateway Arch, official state symbols, etc.
● Practice respectful civil discourse.

● Consider how to address problems or unfairness at different levels of local or state communities.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1__LsFpGp7VvBc2zbXk9udjFjYYlRi8isiko4g0qRoBM/edit#heading=h.3dy6vkm
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Geography
Essential Question:

How does geography influence people and cultures?

Missouri Learning Standards

3.EG.5.A Read and construct historical and current maps
3.EG.5.B.a Name and locate major cities, rivers, regions, and states which border Missouri.
3.EG.5.B.b Describe and use absolute location using a grid system.
3.EG.5.C.a Identify and compare physical geographic characteristics of Missouri, such as climate, topography, relationship to water and ecosystems.
3.EG.5.C.b Describe human geographic characteristics of Missouri such as population composition, architecture, kinds of economic and

recreational activities, transportation and communication networks, etc.
3.EG.5.D Describe how people of Missouri are affected by, depend on, adapt to and change their physical environments in the past and in the present.
3.EG.5.E Describe how changes in communication and transportation technologies affect people’s lives.
3.E.G.5.F.a Identify regions in Missouri.
3.EG.5.F.b Compare regions in Missouri (e.g. explain how life in a city region is different from life in a rural region or how landscapes

in mountainous regions look different from landscapes in plains regions).
3.EG.5.G Explain how geography affected important events in Missouri history.

Learning Goal

Students will be able to
understand geographical

study.

Proficiency Scales
Innovating: Student demonstrates advanced understanding and application of the learning goal.

Meeting: Student demonstrates skills and understanding related to geography in Missouri as evidenced  by:
● Interpreting maps of Missouri including major cities and rivers.
● Describing how geographical characteristics affect people in Missouri.

Approaching: Student demonstrates skills and understanding related to geography in Missouri at times with teacher
guidance.

Beginning: Student demonstrates limited understanding or skill with the learning goal.

Learning Targets

Regions of Missouri
Students will:

● Locate Missouri in relation to the United States and world on a map using latitude and longitude.
● Compare past and current maps of Missouri.
● Read and construct maps to locate major cities, rivers, regions and bordering states of Missouri.
● Identify characteristics of  rural, urban, and suburban communities in Missouri.
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● Examine how geography has influenced people and events in Missouri.
● Consider how changes in communication and transportation technologies affect people’s lives.
● Compare and contrast geographic characteristics (i.e. agriculture, goods and services, economy, topography, etc.) of different regions of Missouri.
● Examine how laws governing zoning and districting impact people economically and politically.
● Explore human and physical characteristics of places in Missouri and consider reasons behind them such as redlining.
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Economics
Essential Question:

How does economics influence the people of Missouri?

Missouri Learning Standards

3.E.4.A.3.a Compare and contrast private and public goods and services.
3.E.4.A.3.b Define natural, capital and human resources.
3.E.4.A.3.c Define economy.
3.E.4.A.3.d Explain supply and demand.
3.E.4.B.3 Conduct a personal cost-benefit analysis.

3.E.4.C.3.a Define taxes and explain how taxes are generated and used.
3.E.4.C.3.b List how tax monies are used, who benefits from tax-supported services, and who pays for these services.
3.E.4.D Explain factors, past and present, that influence changes in our state’s economy (technology, movement of people, resources, etc.)

Learning Goal

Students will be able to

understand economic

concepts.

Proficiency Scales
Innovating: Student demonstrates advanced understanding and application of the learning goal.

Meeting: Student demonstrates skills and understanding related to economics in Missouri as evidenced by:
● Describing how people and institutions contribute to the economy.
● Explaining how economic factors affect people.
● Evaluating the consequences of economic decisions.

Approaching: Student demonstrates skills and understanding related to economics in Missouri at times with teacher
guidance.

Beginning: Student demonstrates limited understanding or skill with the learning goal.

Learning Targets

Business of Missouri
Students will:

● Discuss what is meant by an economy.
● Identify examples of private and public goods and services in Missouri.
● Identify examples of natural, capital, and human resources in Missouri.
● Investigate how supply and demand affect prices.
● Analyze the benefits and costs of a personal or public economic decision.
● Examine how tax monies are used and consider who benefits from those decisions and who does not.
● Identify factors that influence changes in our local and state economy.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1__LsFpGp7VvBc2zbXk9udjFjYYlRi8isiko4g0qRoBM/edit#heading=h.26in1rg
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1__LsFpGp7VvBc2zbXk9udjFjYYlRi8isiko4g0qRoBM/edit#heading=h.lnxbz9
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1__LsFpGp7VvBc2zbXk9udjFjYYlRi8isiko4g0qRoBM/edit#heading=h.35nkun2
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1__LsFpGp7VvBc2zbXk9udjFjYYlRi8isiko4g0qRoBM/edit#heading=h.1ksv4uv
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1__LsFpGp7VvBc2zbXk9udjFjYYlRi8isiko4g0qRoBM/edit#heading=h.2jxsxqh
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● Investigate how economic and political decisions impact groups of people.
● Discuss examples of economic injustice and discuss ways to address them.
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People, Groups & Cultures
Essential Questions:

How does culture shape a community?
How is culture shared?

Missouri Learning Standards

3.RI.6.A Compare the cultural characteristics of regions in Missouri including language, celebrations, customs, holidays, artistic

expression, food, dress, & traditions.

3.RI.6.C Research stories and songs that reflect the cultural history of Missouri.
3.RI.6.D Describe how people in Missouri preserve their cultural heritage.
3.RI.6.E Examine the changing roles of Native Americans, immigrants, African Americans, women and others in Missouri history.

Social Justice Standards

ID.3-5.3 Students will recognize that people’s multiple identities interact and create unique and complex individuals.
DI.3-5.7 Students will develop language and knowledge to accurately and respectfully describe how people (including themselves) are both similar to

and different from each other and others in their identity groups.
DI.K-2.9 Students will respond to diversity by building empathy, respect, understanding and connection.
JU.3-5.11 Students will recognize stereotypes and relate to people as individuals rather than representatives of groups.

Learning Goal

Students will be able to

understand people,

groups, and cultures.

Proficiency Scales
Innovating: Student demonstrates advanced understanding and application of the learning goal.

Meeting: Student demonstrates skills and understanding related to the study of people, groups, and  cultures in
Missouri as evidenced by:

● Sharing cultural characteristics of different identity groups.
● Describing the achievements of different groups of people as well as challenges they have faced.

Approaching: Student demonstrates skills and understanding related to the study of people, groups, and  cultures in
Missouri at times with teacher guidance.

Beginning: Student demonstrates limited understanding or skill with the learning goal.

Learning Targets

History of Missouri
Students will:

● Compare cultural characteristics (such as language, celebrations, customs, holidays, music, art, stories, etc.) of different identity groups living in St.

Louis and/or Missouri in the past and present for example Kansas City jazz, St. Louis blues, baseball, food, etc.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kjqkmrSFQt5RGpWssbemcXYiOm9KicEDa-8b1kGLMSE/edit#heading=h.2bn6wsx
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kjqkmrSFQt5RGpWssbemcXYiOm9KicEDa-8b1kGLMSE/edit#heading=h.2et92p0
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● Examine changing circumstances and roles of different identity groups in Saint Louis and Missouri in the past and present.

● Discuss how race and identity impact Missourians in the past and present.

● Explore how people and regions commemorate culture and heritage (such as the Rock Hill parade, Webster Community Days, state fair, museums, etc.)


